by the characteristic elegance of Puente Alto.

all the intense fruit expression in the wines, accompanied
nights during the ripening period allowed us to preserve
season. This extreme climatic situation led to pushing the
three.oldstyle/three.oldstyle/five.oldstyle mm for Puente Alto, resulting in a much drier
period. On the other hand, rainfall amounted to only
one.oldstyle/nine.oldstyle./five.oldstyle °C, higher than the historical /one.oldstyle/eight.oldstyle °C for this ripening
during the second half of spring and summer. /T_he
/T_he /two.oldstyle/zero.oldstyle/one.oldstyle/nine.oldstyle-/two.oldstyle/zero.oldstyle/two.oldstyle/zero.oldstyle season stood out by its high temperatures
maturation of phenolic compounds, essential for
vegetative plant growth and favors the accumulation and
depth, there are numerous stones. /T_hese soils ensure
In its /f_irst /three.oldstyle/zero.oldstyle centimeters, the soil is loam. /T_hen, at
/s.sc/o.sc/i.sc/l.sc


Old vineyard (/seven.oldstyle/two.oldstyle/percent.oldstyle): /one.oldstyle/nine.oldstyle/seven.oldstyle/nine.oldstyle-.../two.oldstyle,/zero.oldstyle/zerooldstyle/zero.oldstyle to /four.oldstyle,/zero.oldstyle/zerooldstyle/plants/ha.

Puente Alto. It is a wine
so/f_t spell and a superb freshness, along with the elegance
violets and roses. On the palate, it is a tasty wine with a
complexity of red fruits together with /f_loral notes of

Deep violet in color, intense, and with a great aromatic
complexity of red fruits together with floral notes of
violets and roses. On the palate, it is a tasty wine with a
soft spell and a superb freshness, along with the elegance
and power so characteristic of Puente Alto. It is a wine
with a velvety texture, lush body, and a very long and
persistent finish.